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Conclusions
q The Multi-Cell Identification and Tracking (MCIT) algorithm based on the watershed processing (Hu et

al. 2019) has been successfully adapted to be applied in EEC radar systems.
q The software module (GUI) is currently under development and will be available soon.
q The MCIT products will provide the important cell information for the recently-proposed polarimetric

radar microburst detection algorithm, which is scheduled to implement in EEC radars in late 2021.
q Reference: 

Hu, J. X., et al. 2019: Tracking and characterization of convective cells through their maturation into 
stratiform storm elements using polarimetric radar and lightning detection, Atmos. Res., 226, 192–
207, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosres.2019.04.015, 2019

Introduction
Storm cell identification and tracking help to monitor the evolution of storm and are practically

useful for severe weather detection, forecasting, and warning. Traditional storm tracking algorithms
are generally based on two approaches: the centroid-based tracking method and the cross-correlation
method. The former approach may not be efficient in tracking multiple storm cells, especially
clustered cells in the storm. The latter approach can provide a better tracking for extended
precipitation area (e.g., stratiform) but has less effective tracking of isolated storms than the former
approach. Recently, scientists from the Cooperative Institute for Mesoscale Meteorological Studies
(CIMMS) and National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) have developed a novel algorithm for multi-
cell identification and tracking (MCIT), which is different from these two approaches. This algorithm
benefits from the advanced image processing method of a watershed transform. It tracks the local
maxima of vertically integrated liquid (VIL) water by segmenting continuous VIL region into distinct
objects and comparing the maximum common VIL for consecutive radar scans. As a result, this
algorithm is able to identify and track well both isolated and clustered cells and effectively treat
merging and splitting of individual cells. Moreover, it improves the multi-cell tracking through the
whole storm lifetime, including the initial and dissipation stages.

Enterprise Electronics Corporation (EEC) have provided the storm tracking capability to the radar
systems for decades. The legacy algorithm used by the EEC radars is centroid-based. In order to
improve the detection and tracking of multi-cell, EEC worked together with CIMMS/NSSL scientists to
adapt and enhance the MCIT for the use with EEC radars. The tests of the implemented algorithm
show its good performance and the evolution of tracked cells match well the expected physical
process in the storms.
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Methodology
• Raw data quality control, e.g., clutter removal and data censoring.
• Volume/sweep data processing, e.g., VIL, or rain intensity.
• Convert data to Cartesian coordinate with suitable 2-D grid. 

• Pre-boundary identification of segments (reduce over-
segmentation)

• Custom quality control of watershed result, e.g., discard segments 
less likely the rain cells.

• Merge segments into clusters based on neighbor and saddle 
criteria.

• Calculate cell properties (e.g., location, peak, total & mean 
intensity) and assign local cell ID. 

• Motion vector estimation for multiple cells.
• Track multiple cells and determine cell initiation, continuation, 

merging, splitting, and ending. 
• Storm/cluster motion estimation and predication  
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The radar data (e.g., VIL) can be treated as the gray level image and apply 
the watershed processing. The segment with a peak intensity can be seen 
as an inverse “catchment basin”. The original watershed processing of radar 
image would result in many small segments. It needs further processing for 
identifying the meaningful storm cells.

Concept of watershed processing:

Find watershed lines which enclose the 
catchment basin so that the whole image 
can be divided into segments. 

watershed 
processing

Intensity curve is constructed by the interpolation along the path 
between the peaks of two neighboring cells. The saddle depth is 
the difference between the curve bottom and the minimum peak. 

• The path between the cell peaks must not be 
included in other cells or background region. 

Pre-processing of radar data:

Neighboring criterion:

Gridding: polar to gridded

Clustering criterion:

• EEC radar software can configure custom signal 
processing chain for data quality control

• Calculate VIL or rainfall field used for cell tracking
• Convert data into the gridded domain
• Data smoothing

Strom cell identification:

Basic cell setting to mitigate over-segmentation – thresholds for minimum intensity, minimum peak, minimum pixels

• A is neighboring with B or C.
• A is not neighboring with D or 

E, even A and D or E might be 
contacted somewhere, given 
the path linking the two cell 
peaks include other regions

• The saddle depth is less than a threshold for merging two 
neighboring cells into one. 

Adaptive clustering process – clustering is repeated for each cell (also consider its after-merging state) until no more 
clustering occurs within a custom influence radius. The influence radius could be different, depending on the type of convective
or stratiform. The local cell ID is then assigned to the clustered cells at time step. 

Multi-cell tracking:

Tracking models:
• Simple birth (zero-to-one)
• Simple continuation (one-to-one)
• Split model (one-to-multi)
• Merging model (multi-to-one)
• Complex model (multi-to-multi)

Continuation Split

Merging ComplexCell matching:
• Estimate the cell motion with previous up 

to 2-hour steps
• Shift the cell at current step backward 

with the reverse cell motion
• Compare the shifted cell with earlier cells.   
• Determine the cell tracking status with 

the cell matching criterion 

Cell matching criterion:
• Total intensity in overlap ≥ moderate threshold & Peaks are located in overlapped area  à cell continuation for above models
• Total intensity in overlap ≥ high threshold  à cell continuation for above models
• Total intensity in overlap ≥ minimum threshold  à cell belongs to a merger or a split
• Thresholds are defined as the percentages of total intensity of the weaker cell

Motion vector estimate:
• Single cell motion (single-step) 
• Storm motion in local region (single-step, 2-h)
• Storm motion in global region (single-step, 2-h)
• Estimated motion is used to shift cells backward for cell matching
• Priority: local motion > local 2-h motion > global motion > global 2-h motion

Tracking and nowcasting:
• Tracking record of single cell (or storm) – link the identified cell peaks (or storm centers) at different steps: tracking flag

(birth/continuation/split/merging); cell location (peak); cell motion; cell developing/weakening.
• Nowcasting of single cell (or storm) motion: non-linear regression for extrapolation 

Global region is divided into 9 local 
regions for motion estimation

Statistics of single cell 
motion for estimating 
local/global storm 
motion 

Case Studies
Case 1: Isolated convective cells Case 2: Convection with wide spread stratiform

VIL data are plotted in logarithm unit [10log10(kg/m-2)]; Cell identification result is shown with local ID (weak cells are ignored)

Case 1

Case 2

Case 1 Case 2

• In case 1, most of cells are generally isolated. The cell (ID: 65) is initiated at step 42 and continues to develop until the end of
the tracking period. Through cell splitting and merging, it develops into the largest cluster of this storm.

• In case 2, most of cells are embedded within the mesoscale system. Identified cells are merging or splitting and form three 
major cell clusters (ID: 3,4,7) during the whole tracking period (72 steps). 

q Tracking results: Global ID, instead of local ID, is assigned for each cell during the whole tracking process

• The tracks and magnitudes of major cells for two cases are shown in above figures. The developing and dissipation periods of
those cells can be clearly seen.

• The motion for each single cell in case 2 is hard to get, but the motion statistics of multiple cells (cluster) give a good estimate.
• The cell evolution information is useful for identifying the potential downburst associated with the storm core.
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